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➢ Why now
➢ What is Business operations Self-healing Service
➢ How we create instant value

Agenda

Why it makes sense now…
Business operations Self-healing (BoSh)

Business operations Self-healing Service
Enable businesses to re-focus employees on higher-value tasks to create Intelligent Enterprises

Robotics

* Integrated solution as part of a future roadmap

Business operations Self-healing Service versus AIOps
Four Stages of Monitoring
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Business operations Self-healing Service
*Includes future solution vision of horizontal expansion. These are not in anyway statement of commitment.

Business operations Self-healing Service
Enables businesses to re-focus employees on higher-value tasks to create Intelligent Enterprises.

Needs

Capabilities

Instant Resolution

Chatbots

Any disruption to productivity impacts
business more rapidly today, this goes for
tasks such as blocked orders, financial
transactions or simply to reset your
password so you can work.

Requests can be made using natural
language by a user, they receive an instant
response to a variety of issues that can
result in lost productivity.

Artificial Intelligence
Always On
Customers never sleep. New real-time
systems are expected to be there and so
any disruption must be resolved accurately
& swiftly to avoid costly loss of business.

When problems aren’t resolved instantly,
Machine Learning routes the request to the
right team first-time; it analyses data to
inform decisions and start responses or
understands the impact of an interaction. This
dramatically reduces issue resolution time.

Agility

Robotic Processing

Business needs to work in a state of
continuous innovation which places
increased importance on managing change
across all teams and keeping processes upto-date.

Execute resolution to pre-trained issues, with
clear resolution outcomes. Allows for
monitored and un-monitored execution
across the SAP and non SAP landscape.

BoSh provides a central platform that enables a simplified approach to automate business
and IT resolutions across different applications and technology layers

Outcomes
Do more with less
and empower employees through intelligent
process automation; freeing up people to do
more meaningful & valuable work.

Deliver best-in-class
customer experience
by providing high quality automated support
to the business by avoiding lengthy and
costly issue resolution times. While also
anticipating and proactively responding to
needs.

Innovation Enablement
by using the pre-integrated, ready to use
platform for accelerated customer use case
development. This will reduce time to market
and enable customer support innovation.

What is it…
Business operations Self-healing (BoSh)

BoSh Artificial Intelligence Platform
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Business operations Self-healing: IT Support Process
Pilot Service Package for IT Support Use Cases Scope

Self-Help
Ticket reduction via
self-service

•

Benefits
–
–
–

•

•

Use Case Scope
–
–

‘How-To’ requests
Quality ticket creation

•

Self-Healing

Reduction in
ticket resolution time

Reduction in
operational effort

Benefits
–
–
–
–
–
–

Instant business
resolution
Reduced ticket volume
Increased ticket quality

Self-Service

Reduce business disruption
Reduced resolution time
Reduced ticket volume
Reduced delivery effort
Improved service quality
Augmenting L1 support staff

Use Case Scope
–
–
–
–

Password reset
Security role requests
System Availability Check
Performance Diagnosis

•

Benefits
–
–
–

•

Reduce business
disruption
Reduced operations
effort
Improved service quality

Use Case Scope
–
–

Manage planned
restarts
Restore unplanned
outage

BoSh Service Development Model*

LIFT | SHIFT | DROP
IT

Sales Orders

Finance

…
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Integration Layer

Integration Layer

Reference Architecture

Reference Architecture

SAP BoSh Innovation Factory
*Includes future solution vision of horizontal expansion.
These are not in anyway statement of commitment.

SAP BoSh Customer Operations
Customer specific use-cases

…

Demo
Business operations Self-healing Use Case Scenarios

Create instant value
Business operations Self-healing (BoSh)

Business operations Self-healing brings instant value
15* High Value Use Cases 4 weeks to production.
Beating our customers own efforts!

Target to reduce 30%+ of customer tickets. Dramatically
reducing operational cost and drive increased customer
satisfaction.
Enabling customer to reduce their initial use case
development time with up to 80%+.
Ability to continuously monitor and understand interaction
sentiments and through AI and empathy analysis be able to
ubiquitously improve customer experience.

This service has 3 key phases
Timeline of main service activities
START

~ 1 Week

~ 3 Weeks

~ 1 Week

Realize

Explore & Prepare
• Introduction and Knowledge Sharing

• Customer Reference Architecture Assessment

• Ticket Analysis

• Customer Reference Architecture Enablement

• Value Assessment Playback

• Customer Integration Layer Enablement

Realize

PROGRESS

Deploy
• Deploy IT Support Use Cases into Test

Deploy

Environment*

• Deploy additional LoB Support Use Cases
into Test Environment*

• Pilot Preparation

• Customer Enablement

As indication:

As indication:

As indication:

70 %

SAP involvement

50 %

SAP involvement

20 %

SAP involvement

30 %

Customer involvement

50 %

Customer involvement

80 %

Customer involvement

Scale*

THE BEST RUN
Business operations Self-healing

Thank you for your time.
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Business operations
Self-healing Service

BoSh Service offers a comprehensive out-of-the-box AI platform to support
automation in the business operations self healing space from self-help to self-healing.
BoSh is using the latest innovations in AI and will help accelerate your Intelligent
Enterprise journey. BoSh automates business processes empowering users, enabling
a better user experience and allowing them to manage interactions, reduce
operational cost and improve end user satisfaction

Business needs
With increasing pressure to do more with less, i.e. less people, less operational budget and less time, businesses
are looking to remove costly ineffective work practices across the organisation and improve the overall quality
and end-user experience. These organisations are turning to automation, AI and robotics to solve these
challenges. They are looking for…
 Solutions that can reduce costs by solving problems automatically
 Empowering end users to solve problems themselves
 Being able to deploy this effectively into their business processes
 Focusing on delivering high value business outcomes with short ROI

Delivery approach and scope
 Explore: Value Assessment and Use Case Analysis
 Design: Reference Architecture setup, Integration Validation, Use Case Enablement

Value and benefits





High impact out-of-the-box end-to-end cloud-based AI automation platform
Less than 6 weeks from Start to Deliver with standard high value use cases
Fast Return on Investment for targeted business outcomes
Enabling a foundation for large scale horizontal and vertical expansion across lines of businesses, where line
of business Lift | Shift | Drop content can be delivered on.

Follow us

www.sap.com/contactsap
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